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Hello, 

We hope you enjoy our newsletter.

Concentrators   and Sensors                |                 Webdyn                 |                Contact    

 Protocols
explanation: WM-Bus &
LoRa

These M2M devices are the

central link in the energy value

chain and must communicate in

the appropriate

telecommunications protocol.

This raises the question of the

different technical solutions used

for the transmission of

information from field

equipement. 

In the case of water and gas

applications, wireless

technologies are normally used.

Read more

 First avalaibility
of LoRaWAN environmental
sensors

The sensors Sens'RF LoRaWAN

TIC, Sens'RF LoRaWAN Pulse

and Sens'RF LoRaWAN THP

(temperature, hygrometry,

pressure) are available. 100

copies in preview for your needs

related to Smart City or Smart

Building. Contact us for a quote.

Ask a quote

 WebdynSunPM
Infography

Discover an infographic that will

explain in 2 minutes what the

WebdynSunPM does for your

photovoltaic installations. It will

become your essential gateway:

define your scenarios to modulate

the power injected on the

network, optimize the storage of

energy and manage your self-

consumption. The current field

tests are a success. She will

soon be among your facilities.

Discover the
inforgraphy
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OTHER NEWS

 Come and join us at these events, discover
our new products and meet our experts:

 Intersolar Europe : from 15th to 17th May in
Munich - GERMANY

 Renewable Energy India Expo : from 18th
to 20th September in Greater Noida - INDIA

LinkedIn Twitter Our Website Email

Quaterly appointment - Stay up-to-date with the latest news from Webdyn.
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